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INTRODUCTION

The International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme is a rigorous pre-university course of studies,
leading to examinations, that meets the needs of highly motivated secondary school students between
the ages of 16 and 19 years. Designed as a comprehensive two-year curriculum that allows its
graduates to fulfil requirements of various national education systems, the Diploma model is based on
the pattern of no single country but incorporates the best elements of many. The programme is
available in English, French and Spanish.

The curriculum is displayed in the shape of a hexagon with six academic areas surrounding the core.
Subjects are studied concurrently and students are exposed to the two great traditions of learning: the
humanities and the sciences.

Language A2,
B, ab initio  

(Group 2)

Individuals 
and Societies 
(Group 3) 

Arts and Electives 
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Mathematics 
(Group 5) 

Experimental
 Sciences 
(Group 4) 

Extended Essay 

Theory of Knowledge 

Creativity, Action, Service 

 Language A1 
 (Group 1)
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Diploma candidates are required to select one subject from each of the six subject groups. At least
three and not more than four are taken at Higher Level (HL), the others at Standard Level (SL). HL
courses represent 240 teaching hours; SL courses cover 150 hours. By arranging work in this fashion,
students are able to explore some subjects in depth and some more broadly over the two-year period;
this is a deliberate compromise between the early specialization preferred in some national systems
and the breadth found in others.

Distribution requirements ensure that the science-orientated student is challenged to learn a foreign
language and that the natural linguist becomes familiar with laboratory procedures. While overall
balance is maintained, flexibility in choosing Higher Level concentrations allows the student to
pursue areas of personal interest and to meet special requirements for university entrance.

Successful Diploma candidates meet three requirements in addition to the six subjects. The
interdisciplinary Theory of Knowledge (TOK) course is designed to develop a coherent approach to
learning which transcends and unifies the academic areas and encourages appreciation of other
cultural perspectives. The Extended Essay of some 4000 words offers the opportunity to investigate a
topic of special interest and acquaints students with the independent research and writing skills
expected at university. Participation in the school’s Creativity, Action, Service (CAS) programme
encourages students to be involved in artistic pursuits, sports and community service work.

For first examinations in 2001

INTRODUCTION
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NATURE OF THE SUBJECT

The Theory of Knowledge (TOK) programme is central to the educational philosophy of the
International Baccalaureate. It challenges students and their teachers to reflect critically on diverse
ways of knowing and areas of knowledge, and to consider the role which knowledge plays in a global
society. It encourages students to become aware of themselves as thinkers, to become aware of the
complexity of knowledge, and to recognize the need to act responsibly in an increasingly interconnected
world.

As a thoughtful and purposeful enquiry into different ways of knowing, and into different kinds of
knowledge, the TOK programme is composed almost entirely of questions. The most central of these
questions is ‘How do I, or how do we, know that a given assertion is true, or a given judgement is
well grounded?’ Assertions or judgements of this sort are termed ‘knowledge claims’, while the
difficulties that arise in addressing these questions are the broad areas known as ‘problems of
knowledge’. The programme entails the application of this central question to many different, yet
interrelated, topics.

Questions are the very essence of TOK, both ageless questions on which thinkers have been reflecting
for centuries and new ones, often challenging to accepted belief, which are posed by contemporary
life. Engaging with students in a critical examination of knowledge, teachers will foster an
appreciation of the quest for knowledge, in particular its importance, its complexities, and its human
implications. A teacher may hope to bring alive the questions in this guide for a new generation of
knowers, and to encourage them to gain and apply their own knowledge with greater awareness and
responsibility.

To guide teachers in the design and construction of their courses, the questions have been grouped
into four broad categories: Knowers and Knowing, Ways of Knowing, Areas of Knowledge and
Linking Questions. These categories and the elements which they encompass are represented
graphically in a TOK diagram, in which the knowers, that is the individual or the community, are at
the centre.

The grouping of questions, both into the broad categories and within each subsection, is for the
purpose of conceptual clarity. The concepts underlying the categorization are, of course, essentially
contestable.

The categories are not intended to dictate a teaching approach. TOK can be taught, for example, by
working through the elements in all four categories sequentially, or by focusing on Ways of Knowing
and seeing how each applies to the Areas of Knowledge. It can also be taught by using the Linking
Questions to weave through the elements in Ways of Knowing and Areas of Knowledge. Many
effective approaches are possible and, while being sensitive to the needs of their students, teachers are
encouraged to be adventurous.

As teachers design their courses, they should consider the following questions.

Are the students aware of the aims of TOK, and its central role in the IB Diploma programme?

Will the intended course meet the programme objectives?

Is the structure and assessment of the course clear to the students?
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Does the course build on the students’ own experience, and are they actively involved in the
classroom?

How can the teacher model the values of curiosity, thoughtful enquiry and critical thought?

No teacher can be an expert in every field, and the sheer scope of the TOK programme may at first
seem daunting. Yet, with a spirit of enquiry and exploration, teacher and students should feel at ease
in making these questions of knowledge their own.

NATURE OF THE SUBJECT
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Aims
The aims of the Theory of Knowledge (TOK) programme are to engage students in reflection
on, and in the questioning of, the bases of knowledge, so that they:

develop an understanding of why critically examining knowledge claims is important

develop a critical capacity to evaluate beliefs and knowledge claims

make interdisciplinary connections

become aware of the interpretative nature of knowledge including personal and
ideological biases

consider that knowledge may place responsibilities on the knower

understand the strengths and limitations of individual and cultural perspectives

develop a concern for rigour in formulating knowledge claims, and intellectual honesty.

Objectives
Having followed the Theory of Knowledge (TOK) course, candidates should be able to: 

demonstrate an understanding of the strengths and limitations of the various Ways of
Knowing and of the methods used in the different Areas of Knowledge 

demonstrate a capacity to reason critically

make connections between and across Ways of Knowing and Areas of Knowledge 

make connections between personal experience and different Ways of Knowing and
Areas of Knowledge 

demonstrate an understanding of knowledge at work in the world 

identify values underlying judgements and knowledge claims pertinent to local and global
issues 

demonstrate an understanding that personal views, judgements and beliefs may influence
their own knowledge claims and those of others 

use oral and written language to formulate and communicate ideas clearly.
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THE TOK DIAGRAM
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Teachers may find the diagram useful as a pictorial representation of the TOK programme.

Because the programme is centred on student reflection and questioning, the diagram places the
knower(s), as individuals and as groups, at the centre.

Surrounding the Knower(s), four Ways of Knowing are identified, which may permeate an
exploration and interpretation of the world: the receipt of sensory stimuli through ‘perception’,
affected, perhaps, by an emotional and spiritual dimension labelled as ‘emotion’, formulated and
expressed through ‘language’, and shaped by attempts, through ‘reason’, to seek order and clarity.
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Within the perimeter, Areas of Knowledge are identified, which represent a classification of knowledge
into subject areas, many of which the student pursues in the IB Diploma programme. Six such subject
areas are included: mathematics, natural sciences, human sciences, history, the arts, and ethics. No solid
barrier, however, separates the Ways of Knowing and the Areas of Knowledge, because it can be
maintained that the questions ‘How do I know?’ (pertaining to the Ways of Knowing) and ‘What do I
know?’ (pertaining to the Areas of Knowledge) interact.

These three elements of the diagram correspond to the three major divisions of the guide which
follow: Knowers and Knowing, Ways of Knowing and Areas of Knowledge. Teachers may wish to
structure their TOK courses accordingly.

Nevertheless, the order in which the topics may be approached is flexible, and many entry points and
sequences are possible. Teachers becoming acquainted with the TOK programme for the first time
may feel more confident if they begin with topics with which they are already familiar. Nevertheless,
experimenting with conceptual structures other than the given diagram, but dealing with the same
TOK questions, may equally well fulfil the programme aims and enable candidates to meet the
objectives, and is encouraged. 

The Linking Questions are intended to provide not only links for a course based on the given diagram,
but to open up possibilities for approaches using alternative structures. It is left to teachers, if they
wish, to design their courses within whatever frameworks they prefer.

THE TOK DIAGRAM
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KNOWERS AND KNOWING 

‘The time has come,’ the Walrus said,
‘To talk of many things:
Of shoes—and ships—and sealing-wax—
Of cabbages—and kings . . .’ (Lewis Carroll)

People know many things: they know when they are cold, or sick; they know if they are sad
or happy, young or old; they know when they are lonely or in love; they know how to make
fire; they know that the sun will set and rise. 

In becoming educated, people encounter and come to know facts and theories from many
fields. The following questions are meant to open discussion on the nature and complexities of
knowing, and raise issues for further consideration in subsequent sections of the programme.

Nature of Knowing
The word ‘know’ does not translate easily into all languages. In what ways do various
languages classify the concepts associated with ‘to know’?

In English, French, Spanish or Chinese, for example, what is the relationship between the
different ways of expressing ‘know’: ‘they know of it’, ‘they know about it’, ‘they really
know it’, ‘they know that person’, ‘they know that this is so’, ‘they know how to do it’?
Are there other ways of using the verb ‘to know’?

How do ‘believing that’ and ‘believing in’ differ? How does belief differ from knowledge?

What are the differences between the following: information, data, belief, faith, opinion,
knowledge and wisdom?

Knowers and Sources of Knowledge

In the TOK diagram, the centre is represented as both an individual and a group. To what
extent can we distinguish between individual and group or community knowing?

How is knowledge gained? What are the sources? To what extent might these vary
according to age, education or cultural background?

What role does personal experience play in the formation of knowledge claims?

To what extent does personal or ideological bias influence our knowledge claims?

Does knowledge come from inside or outside? Do we construct reality or do we recognize
it? 
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What may have been meant by the following comment? 
‘Whoever acquires knowledge and does not practise it resembles him
who ploughs his land and leaves it unsown.’ 

(Sa’di)

In what sense, if any, can a machine be said to ‘know’ something? How can anyone
believe that a machine can think?

When a machine gives an instruction to press a certain button to make it work, where is
that knowledge or awareness located? Does technology allow some knowledge to reside
outside the human knower? Is knowledge even a ‘thing’ that resides somewhere?

Justification of Knowledge Claims

What might this Ghanaian proverb mean? 
‘If the frog tells you that the crocodile is dead, do not doubt it.’

What is the difference between ‘I am certain’ and ‘It is certain’? Is conviction sufficient
for a knowledge claim to be validated? What are the implications of accepting passionate,
personal belief as knowledge?

How are knowledge claims justified? Are the following types of justification all equally
convincing: intuition, perception, evidence, reasoning, memory, authority, group consensus,
and divine revelation?

Why should time be taken to assess critically the nature of knowledge claims?

Linking Questions

Do knowledge claims transcend different communities or cultures? What differences exist
between public and private justifications? To what extent might this distinction between
‘private knowledge’ and ‘public knowledge’ be culturally dependent?

Do the images of a web, building blocks, concentric circles, a spiral, or a grid make a
convincing description of the interconnections in the Ways of Knowing and Areas of
Knowledge? In what ways might these metaphors be useful?

To what extent is knowledge about the past different in type from other kinds of
knowledge?

Does ‘making a knowledge claim’ carry any particular obligation or responsibility for the
knower?

KNOWERS AND KNOWING
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WAYS OF KNOWING

Because the Ways of Knowing are processes or activities so natural to students, their problematic
aspects, worthy of reflection, do not come readily to conscious or critical attention. The senses,
through perception, seemingly provide a window on the world as it really is, and the emotions have
seldom been viewed as an integral aspect of human awareness and intelligence. Additionally, the
acquisition of a first language occurs so easily for most people, and communication with others is so
effortless, that the influence of language in shaping thought is seldom noticed. Finally, the appeal of a
well-constructed argument can be sensed even without any formal training in logic or other forms of
reasoning. 

The questions which follow are intended to stimulate and guide the reflection of students about these
and related issues.

Perception
He who has been bitten by a snake fears a piece of string.          (Persian proverb)

Because perception is the active, selective and interpretative process of recording or becoming
conscious of the external world through sense experience, this experience should be examined
and critically evaluated. The following questions may help students become aware of the nature
and power of perception, and how it relates to knowledge acquisition, knowledge claims, and
making sense of the world.

Nature of Perception

In what ways does the biological constitution of a living organism determine, influence or
limit its perception? If humans are sensitive only to certain ranges of stimuli, what
consequences, including limitations, might this have for the acquisition of knowledge?
How does technology extend and modify the capabilities of the senses?

What are the implications of the following claim? 
‘By its very nature every embodied spirit is doomed to suffer and enjoy
in solitude. Sensations, feelings, insights, fancies – all these are private
and, except through symbols and at second hand, incommunicable.’

           (Aldous Huxley)

Limitations of Perception

What is the role of culture and language in the perceptual process? Given the partially
subjective nature of perception, how can different knowers ever agree on what is
perceived? Do people with different cultural or linguistic backgrounds live, in some sense,
in different worlds?

How, and to what extent, might expectations, assumptions and beliefs affect perceptions?
How, if at all, can factors which bias views of the world be recognized? Is all perception
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necessarily theory-laden? Do knowers have a moral duty to examine their own perceptual
filters?

It is often claimed that information and communication technologies are blurring the
traditional distinctions between simulation and reality. If this is so, what might be the
consequences?

What can be meant by ‘In the dream of the man who was dreaming, the dreamt man
awoke’? (Jorge Luis Borges)

Linking Questions

What is the role of perception in the various Areas of Knowledge? How does it differ
across the disciplines? Is it more important in relation to some disciplines than others? Is
there any knowledge which is completely independent of perception? 

Does perception perform fundamentally distinct functions in the arts and the sciences? To
what extent is it true that the artist makes an advantage out of the subjective nature of
perception, while the scientist regards it as an obstacle to be overcome?

What can be meant by ‘Knowledge is the true organ of sight, not the eyes’?
(Panchatantra)

Language
Words are more powerful and treacherous than we think.                 (J-P Sartre)

Language is so much a part of human activity that it is easily taken for granted. The issues
related to language and knowledge call for conscious scrutiny in order to recognize its
influence on thought and behaviour. 

Nature of Language

How have spoken sounds acquired meaning? What is the nature of the connection
between the sounds and what they are taken to represent?

Is it possible to think without language? How does language extend, direct, or even limit
thinking?

To what extent does language generalize individual experience, classifying it within the
experience of the group? To what extent does a personal experience elude expression in
language?

Can language be compared with other human forms of symbolic representation, such as
conventionalized gestures, sign language for the deaf, dance, painting, music or
mathematics? What might language share with these other forms in the communication of
what we know? In what ways might it be considered distinct?

To what extent is knowledge implicit in language? For example, could it be said that
‘Saturday is in bed’ does not convey meaning, even though the sentence is syntactically
correct, because of the prior knowledge that days of the week are not physical objects? 

How do computer languages compare with the conventional written and spoken
languages of everyday discourse?  

WAYS OF KNOWING
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Language and Knowledge

How does the capacity to communicate personal experiences and thoughts through
language affect knowledge? To what extent does knowledge actually depend on
language: on the transmission of concepts from one person or generation to another, and
on exposure of concepts or claims to public scrutiny?

How does language come to be known? Is the capacity to acquire language innate?

If knowledge is based on an internal representation of the world does this imply that
language is a necessary component of knowledge?

In most of the statements heard, spoken, read or written, facts are blended with values.
How can an examination of language distinguish the subjective biases and values which
factual reports may contain? Why might such an examination be desirable?

How apt is Voltaire’s view that ‘Error flies from mouth to mouth, from pen to pen, and to
destroy it takes ages’?

Functions of Language

What different functions does language perform? Which are most relevant in creating and
communicating knowledge?

What did Aldous Huxley mean when he observed that ‘Words form the thread on which
we string our experiences’?

In what ways does written language differ from spoken language in its relationship to
knowledge? Can control of written language create or reinforce power?

Is it reasonable to argue for preservation of established forms of language? Is it
reasonable to ask for one language common to the whole world?

What is the role of language in creating and reinforcing social distinctions, such as class,
ethnicity and gender? 

What is the role of language in sustaining relationships of authority? Do people speak the
same way to inferiors and superiors in a hierarchy? Does the professional authority speak
in the same way as the person seeking opinion or advice?

What may have been meant by the comment ‘How strangely do we diminish a thing as
soon as we try to express it in words’? (Maurice Maeterlinck)

Language and Culture

If people speak more than one language, is what they know different in each language?
Does each language provide a different framework for reality?

How is the meaning of what is said affected by silences and omissions, pace, tone of
voice and bodily movement? How might these factors be influenced in turn by the social
or cultural context?

What is lost in translation from one language to another? Why?

To what degree might different languages shape in their speakers different concepts of
themselves and the world? What are the implications of such differences for knowledge?  

WAYS OF KNOWING
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Linking Questions

In completing the sentence, ‘I know that . . .’, one is making a knowledge claim. Why is it
useful or necessary to express knowledge claims? Are there Areas of Knowledge where it
is expected or required? Are there Ways of Knowing where it is not? 

To what extent is it possible to overcome ambiguity and vagueness in language? In what
contexts might ambiguity either impede knowledge or contribute to it? Does the balance
between precision and ambiguity alter from one discipline to another?

Reason

A chain of reasoning is no stronger than its weakest link.                    (Anon)

It is often the case that when disputes arise over knowledge claims, what is at issue is not only
the substance or facts of the matter, but also the logic or reasons given for acceptance of the
facts, and the procedures used in reaching a conclusion. The questions in this section probe
the nature, value and limits of reason, and the techniques associated with the logical rigour
that many suppose is a shared standard of evaluation.

Nature of Reason

What constitutes ‘good reason’ and ‘good arguments’? What is the value of learning to
distinguish between valid and invalid arguments?

What constitutes a ‘good reason’ for belief? Is a persuasive reason necessarily grounded
in truth?

How accurate is the definition of logic as the study of form in argument, irrespective of
the subject matter. Is this form/content distinction found in other Ways of Knowing or
Areas of Knowledge?

Does the nature of reason vary across cultures?

Reason and Knowledge

Does knowledge always require some kind of rational basis? 

If knowledge claims cannot be rationally defended, or can be shown to be irrational,
should they be renounced?

What may be meant by Nietzsche’s comment that ‘Rational thought is interpretation
according to a scheme which we cannot escape’?

Strengths and Weaknesses of Reason

Why are informal fallacies often plausible and convincing? When, where, and how can
they be formulated?

How do beliefs affect the capacity to reason logically and the capacity to recognize valid
arguments? How do they affect the capacity to recognize fallacies and rationalization?

WAYS OF KNOWING
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What, if any, are the advantages of expressing arguments in symbolic terms (for example,
p∧ q)? Are the ambiguity and vagueness of conventional language eliminated by this
formulation?

If logic puzzles are formulated in highly contrived terms, such as ‘liars’ and
‘truth-tellers’, do such formulations diminish or emphasize the relevance and role of logic
as a useful tool to demonstrate a point?

In what ways can the person presenting an argument and the context in which it is made
influence its acceptance or rejection?

In everyday discourse, the ‘rational’ choice is usually equated with the ‘best’ choice.
Does this conjunction hold in all social contexts?

What did Pascal mean by the comment that ‘The last function of reason is to recognize
that there are an infinity of things which surpass it’? To what things does he refer?

What are the implications of Patrick Shawe’s claim that ‘When … disagreements occur …
[where] competing claims cannot be easily and obviously tested, attention is bound to turn
to the route by which a controversial conclusion was reached. We are forced to become
self-conscious about the reasoning process. How far reasoning will take us remains to be
seen, but so far as it leads we must be sure that it is sound’? 

Linking Questions
What may be meant by André Gide’s comment that ‘What eludes logic is the most
precious element in us, and one can draw nothing from a syllogism that the mind has not
put there in advance’? 

What role does formal logic play in arriving at, and justifying knowledge? How does this
role compare with the roles of the other Ways of Knowing? Does the role of formal logic
affect the degree of certainty in, or the social status of, the various Areas of Knowledge?

Is it correct to think that what constitutes a good reason varies from discipline to
discipline and from culture to culture? What are the implications of the answer to this
question when disputes arise among practitioners and between cultures?

Attempts have been made to identify universal, self-evident and incontrovertible ‘laws of
logic’. The ‘law of identity’ (for example, ‘an apple is an apple’) or the ‘law of
non-contradiction’ (for example, ‘nothing can be an apple and also a non-apple’). Are
these actually ‘laws’ in the scientific sense of the term, or are they ‘axioms’? How do
they compare with axioms in mathematics, and with foundational, underlying beliefs we
take for granted in other Areas of Knowledge?

Emotion

[Emotion] has the advantage of being open to all, the weak and the lowly, the illiterate and the
scholar. It is seen to be as efficacious as any other method and is sometimes said to be stronger
than the others, since it is its own fruition, while other methods are means to some other ends.

        (Bhagavad Gita)

Although many have felt the power of emotions in shaping thoughts and influencing behaviour,
there are those who believe that emotions are an obstacle in the pursuit of knowledge. While
emotions may be a key to self-understanding and to understanding the world, the extent to
which they contribute to both can be explored through a discussion of the following questions.

WAYS OF KNOWING
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Nature of Emotion

Can feelings have a rational basis? Would it be better or worse if emotions could be
justified? Are emotions and feelings essential? Is ‘emotional intelligence’ an oxymoron? 

Can there be ‘correct’ or ‘appropriate’ emotional responses? Is it ‘correct’ to be horrified
by accounts of torture?

Is it possible to experience an emotion, a feeling, an attitude or sensibility that cannot be
expressed in language? Can an emotion, such as love or grief, have its origins in, or be
shaped by, language? 

Is the knowledge gained from emotional responses influenced by culture? Are concepts
such as patriotism and racism examples of collective emotions? What does it mean to be
responsible for our emotions? Can emotions be classified as ‘good’ or ‘bad’? Do
emotional responses emanate from cultural influences?

Emotion and Knowledge

Does emotion reside in the realm of private knowledge in the sense that it cannot be
verified by others? Is all private knowledge necessarily some form of emotion? Is
physical pain or hunger an emotion? Can people be wrong about their own emotions? Do
people have, in some sense, exclusive access to their emotions or can others lead them to
recognize previously unknown emotions?

Is there any kind of knowledge which can be attained solely through emotion? Is the
answer to the question dependent on factors such as gender, age, culture, and/or
socioeconomic group?

Is emotion an essential ingredient of scientific or artistic knowledge? Can there be
creativity without emotion?

Linking Questions

What part does emotion play in the acquisition of knowledge? Does the role of emotion
vary across the different Areas of Knowledge? Should emotion play such a role in the
evaluation of knowledge claims?

Is an action morally justifiable if it feels right? What part do, or should, emotions play in
the formation of moral judgements or political judgements? Do people act their way into
feeling or feel their way into action? In other words, are the motives for involvement
emotionally prompted? At what point, if any, may the motives for involvement in the
Creativity, Action, Service programme be emotionally prompted?

Is faith purely emotional or is it possible to provide a rational justification for religious
belief? Is emotion a source of spiritual knowledge? If so, how can we justify discussing
spiritual matters in public?

WAYS OF KNOWING
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AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE

The Areas of Knowledge, which are situated within the perimeter of the TOK diagram, are subject
areas or disciplines into which knowledge is frequently classified. They may be seen as an application
of Ways of Knowing, perhaps shaped by methodology, to particular subject matter. The questions
which follow in this section deal with both the rationale for such classification and the
interdisciplinary comparisons which clarify or challenge the division of knowledge into areas.
Reference to the Linking Questions may also be useful.

The students’ own experience as knowers would ideally base many of the questions on their studies for
the IB Diploma. Teachers may find it necessary to supplement the students’ educational experience
with additional concepts, but they should be guided always by the aim of stimulating students’ personal
reflection on knowledge. The question ‘How do I know?’, which is asked in the Ways of Knowing
section, interacts in this section with another question, ‘What do I know?’, or, more specifically, ‘How
do I know that a given assertion is true, or a given judgement is well grounded?’

Mathematics

All is number.  (Pythagoras)

There is little doubt that mathematics has influenced our understanding of the natural world. It
has been said that the world is mathematical at its deepest level. Whether mathematical
knowledge comes to us as a result of some connection to natural phenomena is another matter.
Many have likened mathematics to a logical game invented by humans. Others consider
mathematics to be a unique aesthetic experience, while still others consider it a ‘special language
tool’. The following questions offer an opportunity to reflect on the nature of mathematical
knowledge, which Diploma programme students encounter in their Group 5 subject(s).

Definition of Mathematics 
What does calling mathematics a ‘language’ mean? Does mathematics function in the
same way as our daily written and spoken language?

Do mathematical symbols have meaning, in the same sense as words have meaning?

Why is it that some claim that mathematics is no more than a ‘logical game’, such as
chess, for example, devoid of particular meaning? If this were the case, how do we
account for the fact that it seems to apply so well to the world around us?

What could Carl Sandburg have meant by the following? 
‘Arithmetic is where the answer is right and everything is nice and you
can look out of the window and see the blue sky – or the answer is
wrong and you have to start all over and try again and see how it comes
out this time.’ 
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Mathematics and Reality
Is it reasonable to claim that mathematics is effective in accounting for the workings of
the physical world?

Could it be argued that mathematics is simply the application of logic to questions of
quantity and space?

What did Einstein mean by asking: ‘How can it be that mathematics, being after all a
product of human thought which is independent of experience, is so admirably appropriate
to the objects of reality?’

What are the differences between the formal school of thought which regards mathematics
as similar to an activity governed by rules, limited only by the rules of logic and the
creativity of the mathematician, and the realist school of thought which regards mathematics
as referring to the way the world actually works?

What is the foundation on which mathematical knowledge rests? Is it discovered or
invented? What is meant by this distinction? Can it be applied usefully in other areas?

What is the origin of the axioms of mathematics? Are axioms necessarily self-evident to
all people? How is an axiomatic system of knowledge different from, or similar to, other
systems of knowledge?

Do different geometries (Euclidean and non-Euclidean) refer to or describe different worlds?

Mathematics and Knowledge Claims  
What is the significance of proof in mathematical thought? Is a mathematical statement
true only if it has been proved? Is the meaning of a mathematical statement dependent on
its proof? Are there such things as true but unprovable statements in mathematics?

Mathematics has been described as a form of knowledge which requires internal validity
or coherence. Does this make it self-correcting? What would this mean?

How is a mathematical proof or demonstration different from, or similar to, justifications
accepted in other Areas of Knowledge?

Is mathematical knowledge certain knowledge? Can we claim that ‘1 + 1  =  2’ is true in
mathematics? Does ‘1 + 1  =  2’ hold true in the natural world?

Does truth exist in mathematical knowledge? Could one argue that mathematical truth
corresponds to phenomena that we perceive in nature or that it coheres, that is, logically
connects, to a designed structure of definitions and axioms?

Fermat’s ‘Last Theorem’ remained unproved for 358 years, until 1995. Is mathematical
knowledge progressive? Has mathematical knowledge always grown? In this respect,
how does mathematics compare with other Areas of Knowledge (for example, history, the
natural sciences, ethics and the arts)? Could there ever be an ‘end’ to mathematics? In
other words, could we reach a point where everything important in a mathematical sense
is known? If so, what might be the consequences of this?

Has technology, for example, powerful computers and electronic calculators, influenced
the knowledge claims made in mathematics? Is any technological influence simply a
matter of speed and the quantity of data which can be processed?

What impact have major mathematical discoveries and inventions had on conceptions of
the world?  
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Mathematics and Values 
Why do many mathematicians consider their work to be an art form? Does mathematics
exhibit an aesthetic quality? 

What could be meant by G H Hardy’s claim that: ‘The mathematician’s patterns, like the
painter’s or poet’s, must be beautiful; the ideas, like the colours or the words, must fit
together in a harmonious way. Beauty is the first test. There is no permanent place in the
world for ugly mathematics’?

What relationships, if any, exist between mathematics and various types of art (for
example, music, painting, and dance)? How can concepts such as proportion, pattern,
iteration, rhythm, harmony and coherence apply both in the arts and in mathematics?

Is the formation of mathematical knowledge independent of cultural influence? Is it
independent of the influence of politics, religion or gender?

What is meant by S Ramanujan’s comment that ‘Every time you write your student
number you are writing Arabic’?

If mathematics did not exist, what difference would it make?

Natural Sciences
A theory is a fantasy constrained by fact. (S Bastian) 

The influences of the natural sciences, such as the subjects in Group 4 of the Diploma
programme, permeate much of modern life. This prominence has led to a wide variety of
attitudes towards the nature, scope and value of science in general. Critical analysis of the
nature of science, the value, power and limits of its methodology, and the context in which
scientific work takes place, should raise strong issues.

Definition of the Natural Sciences

Can the word ‘science’ mean somewhat different things in different languages? What
subjects or disciplines could the term ‘natural sciences’ include?

Should the natural sciences be regarded more as a method or more as a body of
knowledge?

Natural Sciences: Methods of Gaining Knowledge

What is meant by ‘the scientific method’? What are the roles of various kinds of
reasoning in science? To what extent is there one method which is appropriate for, and
actually followed in, all of the natural sciences?

What are the implications of the following claim?
‘One aim of the physical sciences has been to give an exact picture of
the material world. One achievement of physics in the twentieth
century has been to prove that this aim is unattainable.’

        (Jacob Bronowski)
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In the Diploma programme, Group 4 subjects are designated ‘Experimental Sciences’. What
counts as an experiment? Can experiments be undertaken in other subjects? Are there some
necessary conditions for an activity to be an experiment, for example, hypotheses, data,
manipulation of variables, observations, generalizations and expectations of outcomes?

What are the similarities and differences in methods in the natural sciences and the human
sciences? To what extent do their fields of study overlap? To what extent would it be true
to say that the human sciences appear less ‘scientific’ because their subject matter is more
complex?

Is the scientific method a product unique to western culture, or is it universal?

What is the role of creativity in the sciences? To what extent is the creation of a
hypothesis or a research method comparable to the creation of a work of art?

What knowledge, if any, will always remain beyond the capabilities of science to
investigate or verify? If there is, or can be, such knowledge, why will it always elude
effective scientific treatment?

What can be meant by Poincaré’s comment that ‘It is through science that we prove, but
through intuition that we discover’? 

Natural Sciences and Knowledge Claims

Is science about establishing cause and effect relationships? If so, how is this achieved?

What may Poincaré have meant by ‘Science is built of facts the way a house is built of
bricks: but an accumulation of facts is no more science than a pile of bricks is a house’?

How different are the knowledge claims of those disciplines that are primarily historical,
such as evolutionary biology, cosmology, geology and palaeontology, from those which
are primarily experimental, such as physics and chemistry?

What kinds of explanations do scientists offer, and how do these explanations compare
with those offered in other Areas of Knowledge? What are the differences between
theories and myths as forms of explanation?

To what extent can all the natural sciences be understood through the study of just one
science, for example, physics? If biology relies on chemistry, and chemistry relies on
physics, can it be said that all natural sciences are reducible to physics? If so, what would
be the implications of this position?

Is scientific knowledge progressive? Has scientific knowledge always grown? In this
respect, how do the natural sciences compare with other Areas of Knowledge, for
example, history, the human sciences, ethics and the arts? Could there ever be an ‘end’ to
science? In other words, could we reach a point where everything important in a scientific
sense is known? If so, what might be the consequences of this?

Is it accurate to say that much of science investigates entities and concepts beyond
everyday experience of the world, such as the nature and behaviour of electromagnetic
fields, subatomic particles, or the space-time continuum? To what extent do these entities
actually exist? What consequences might questions about the reality of these entities have
for the public perception and understanding of science?
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Natural Sciences and Values

How does the social context of scientific work affect the methods and findings of science?

What values and assumptions about knowledge underpin science? What findings might
emerge from a consideration, for example, of whether or not scientific knowledge is
amenable to public scrutiny, whether or not it is intrinsically worthwhile, and whether or
not it will continue to be valid in the future?

What could be meant by ‘I have been steeped in science all my life, now I am ready to
pray’? (Stephen Hawking)

Natural Sciences and Technology

Is scientific knowledge valued more for its own sake or more for the technology which it
makes possible? Is there any science which can be pursued without the use of technology?

Should scientists be held morally responsible for the applications of their discoveries? To
what extent would it be true to say that technological advances drive changes in values
and morality? Is there any area of scientific knowledge which is morally unacceptable?

Natural Sciences: Metaphor and Reality

If natural sciences are defined as investigating the natural world, what is meant by
‘natural’ or ‘nature’ in this context? What difference might it make to scientific work if
nature were to be regarded as a machine (for example, as a clockwork mechanism) or as
an organism (such as some recent interpretations of the Gaia Hypothesis)? How useful are
these metaphors?

Does scientific language and vocabulary have primarily a descriptive or an interpretative
function? Consider here expressions such as ‘selfish gene’, ‘artificial intelligence’, ‘electric
current’, ‘natural selection’ and ‘concentration gradient’.

Are the models and theories which scientists create accurate descriptions of the natural
world, or are they primarily useful interpretations for prediction, explanation and control
of the natural world? 

Human Sciences
Under the most rigorously controlled conditions of pressure, temperature, humidity, and other
variables, the organism will do exactly as it pleases.        (Anon)

The human sciences, such as most of those subjects in Group 3 of the Diploma programme,
seek to explain or to understand human behaviour. Some practitioners in this field apply the
same methods and standards as the natural sciences, while others argue that we cannot
properly understand conscious behaviour without examining motives, or the meaning of an
action, for the people involved. 

Definition of the Human Sciences

What kinds of knowledge are usually included in the category of ‘human science’? Does
it matter whether this Area of Knowledge is called ‘human science’ or ‘social science’?
What is the relationship between these terms and the designation of Group 3 in the
Diploma programme as ‘Individuals and Societies’?
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To what extent does the human subject matter of this Area of Knowledge affect a scientific
approach? Is it reasonable to think that human behaviour can be studied scientifically?

Human Sciences: Methods of Gaining Knowledge

Are the human sciences, as a whole, fundamentally different from the natural sciences?
What might be the outcome of comparing and contrasting, for example, the role of
models and theories, methods for collecting data, the nature of facts, the role of
observation and experimentation, the impact of the observer on the observed phenomena,
quantification, falsifiability, precise prediction, identification of constants, and the degree
of complexity of the phenomena studied?

In what ways might the human sciences have advantages over the natural sciences in
Ways of Knowing and access to different forms of justification? Does language play a
different role? To what extent can empathy, intuition and feeling be legitimate Ways of
Knowing in the human sciences?

How might the language used in polls, questionnaires and other information-gathering
devices of this sort influence the conclusions reached? If there is an influence, does it, or
a similar one, occur in natural science research? Does the extent of the influence relate to
the degree of certainty attributed to the natural sciences and the human sciences
respectively, or to the social status or value associated with each?

What are the main difficulties human scientists confront when trying to provide
explanations of human behaviour? What methods have been invented to circumvent these
difficulties and to minimize their influence on the results that are obtained?

What are the implications of Mario Puzo’s claim that ‘If our brains were simple, we
would be too simple to understand them’?

Are the human sciences an improvement on what can be known about human behaviour
by studying literature and poetry? In what ways are these types of knowledge similar or
different? 

Human Sciences and Knowledge Claims

How does the use of numbers, statistics, graphs and other quantitative instruments affect
perceptions of the validity of knowledge claims in the human sciences?

Is it reasonable to attempt to explain human behaviour independently of what people
claim are their intentions? 

How different are the knowledge claims of those disciplines which are primarily historical,
such as archaeology, and those which can be experimental, such as psychology? Can this
distinction be drawn in most human sciences?

What kinds of explanations do human sciences offer, and how do the explanations compare
with those in other Areas of Knowledge? To what extent do the human sciences offer any
of the following: scientific laws, recognition of general patterns and tendencies, prediction
of the future? To what extent do they offer insight or understanding?

Human Sciences and Values

Can human behaviour be usefully classified and categorized? Can it be classified within a
culture? Across cultures? Can patterns of behaviour be identified as human behaviour?
Within a culture? Across cultures? What beliefs or prejudices might be involved in our
answer to these questions?
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In what ways might the beliefs and interests of human scientists influence their conclusions?
Are the conclusions of natural scientists affected by their beliefs and interests? Might the
beliefs and interests of mathematicians influence their conclusions?

In what ways might social, political, cultural and religious factors affect the types of human
science research that is financed and undertaken, or rejected? Is human science research for
the sake of knowledge a realistic possibility, because it is intrinsically worthwhile, or is
there always a covert, utilitarian purpose behind such research?

History

That men do not learn very much from the lessons of history is the most important of all the
lessons that history has to teach.          (Aldous Huxley)

History is different from the other human sciences, or indeed other sciences in general, in that
knowers cannot directly observe the past. Historiography, that is, a study of the writings of
history, is not a study of all of the past, but rather a study of those traces that have been
deemed relevant and meaningful by historians. The availability of those traces, and their
relevance and meaning, may be influenced in many ways, by factors such as ideology,
perspective or purpose. As knowers seek to clarify the past, and to determine whether or not
what is claimed is true, they will face problems of reliability and attitudes, and may consider
the purpose of historical analysis and the issue of the nature of historical truth. The
opportunities for distinctions and interpretations which are culturally driven abound, and
invite analysis.

Definition of History 

What is history? Is it the study of the past or the study of records of the past? 

To what extent is the very nature of this Area of Knowledge affected by being about the
past? In what ways do other Areas of Knowledge also concern themselves with the past?
Is all knowledge, in a sense, historical knowledge?

Which of the following is the most persuasive description of history: an account of great
individuals, an account of a decline from the greatness of the past, or an account of progress
towards the future, or a cycle of recurring events? What other descriptions might be
appropriate? Is it possible to portray different visions of history in a diagrammatic form?

What are the implications of Henry Miller’s claim that ‘The history of the world is the
history of a privileged few’?

What might George Orwell have meant when he wrote that ‘Who controls the past
controls the future. Who controls the present controls the past’? 

History: Methods for Gaining Knowledge
Can one talk meaningfully of a historical fact? How far can we speak with certainty about
anything in the past?

In what ways has technology affected the study of history? How have the methods of
gaining evidence and the means of communicating historical interpretation, for example,
been affected by technological development? Can we now observe the past more directly?
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What are the implications of the following claim?
‘It is impossible to write ancient history because we lack source
materials, and impossible to write modern history because we have far
too many.’

           (Charles Peguy)

Which is the more important attribute of the historian, the ability to analyse evidence
scientifically (and so risk reducing it to its dry fundamentals), or the ability to expand it
with creative imagination (and bring the past to life)?

What is the role of the historian? Does the historian record history, or create it? Can the
historian be free of bias in the selection and interpretation of material? Could it be
reasonably argued that the personal understanding of historians, despite their possible
bias, is necessary or even desirable in the interpretation and recording of history? Is the
power of persuasion a characteristic of a good historian? 

What might be the influence on historical interpretation of the context within which
historians write? To what extent might the position of historians within their own epoch
and culture undermine the value of the interpretation, and to what extent might it increase
its value in making it relevant to a contemporary audience?

What is a historical explanation? How are causal connections between events established
in history? According to what criteria can such explanations be critically evaluated?

History and Knowledge Claims
Why study history? Is it possible to know who we are without a knowledge of the past?
Is there any other way of describing and assessing the process of change in human
societies?

Can history provide a guide to understanding contemporary affairs? Can it provide a
guide to the future? What might be ‘the lessons of history’ for future generations?

If truth is difficult to prove in history, does it follow that all versions are equally
acceptable?

What knowledge of history might be gained by focusing attention on each of the
following: the historian, the historical documents and written history, the readership, and
the social, cultural and historical context?

History and Values
About whom is history written? Are the lives of some groups of people more historically
significant than the lives of others? Why do selected past events appear in books as
historically important while others are ignored? To what extent is history dependent on
who kept or preserved a written record? To what extent is history about those who held
power, and to what extent is it about ordinary people? 

Are value judgements a fault in the writing of history? Should value-laden terms such as
‘atrocity’, ‘regime’, ‘hero’ or ‘freedom’ always be avoided, or does exclusion of value
judgements deprive history of meaning?

To what extent can distinctions be made between factual report, biased interpretation and
calculated distortion? Can history be used for propaganda? If so, how?
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The Arts

Art is a lie that makes us realize the truth.             (Pablo Picasso)

Although what is meant by ‘the arts’ may itself be a topic of discussion, the field considered
here includes, at the least, a broad field of literature, such as is encountered by the IB student
in Group 1 of the Diploma programme, and the visual arts, music and theatre encountered in
Group 6. The arts are diverse: their content, forms and methods are often dissimilar, and the
understanding and appreciation of them may possibly be more subjective than objective. The
following questions invite discussion of the ways in which the arts may affect individuals or
groups, and the ways in which they embody and communicate knowledge.

Definition of the Arts

What is the origin and nature of a sense of beauty? Is this sense specific to the individual
or to the culture, or is it universal?

Some languages have no generic word for ‘the arts’. To what extent might the concept be
a culturally relative one? To what extent, even within those languages which have a
generic term, is the term ‘the arts’ elastic in definition?

Do all the arts have features in common? What might these be?

What roles do the arts play in people’s lives? Are these roles unique to the arts?

Are the arts a kind of knowledge, or are they a means of expressing knowledge? If the
latter, what knowledge might they express?

What are the implications of the following claim?
‘Life is very nice but it lacks form. It’s the aim of art to give it some.’

(Jean Anouilh)

The Arts: Methods of Gaining Knowledge

To what extent and in what ways might the arts be regarded as a representation of reality?
What kinds of art might be seen as ‘realistic’?

What is the proper function of the arts: to capture a perception of reality, to teach or uplift
the mind, to express emotion, to create beauty, to bind a community together or to praise
a spiritual power? Are there functions omitted here? Do the various arts have the same
functions?

Is originality essential in the arts? Is the relationship between the individual artist and
tradition similar in all cultures and times?

In what ways does technology influence the arts? What, for example, might be lost or
gained aesthetically by recycling visual images, or by composing music by computer?

The Arts and Knowledge Claims

Does familiarity with an art form itself provide knowledge and, if so, of what kind?
Knowledge of facts? Of the creator of the art form? Of the conventions of form? Of
psychology or cultural history?

Does art, or can art, tell the truth? If so, is artistic truth the same as truth in the context of
the natural sciences, the human sciences, or history? How might the truth claims of art be
verified or falsified?
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What are the implications of the following claims?
‘Far from being engaged in opposing or incompatible activities, scientists
and artists are both trying to extend our understanding of experience by
the use of creative imagination subjected to critical control, and so both
are using irrational as well as rational faculties. Both are explaining the
unknown and trying to articulate the search and its findings. Both are
seekers after truth who make indispensable use of intuition.’ 

  (Karl Popper)

Is explanation a goal of the arts? How do the arts compare in this regard with other Areas
of Knowledge? 

What did Frank Zappa mean when he claimed that ‘Talking about music is like dancing
about architecture’?

The Arts and Values

How are value judgements in the arts justified? How is ‘good art’ recognized or decided on?

What are the justifications and implications of claiming that there are absolute standards
for good art, or that the only standard for good art is individual taste?

Does the artist carry any moral or ethical responsibility? Is it possible for an artwork to be
immoral? Should art be judged on its ability to shock?

What is the role of education in creating art, and in appreciating it? Is an art form
legitimate if it can be enjoyed only by those trained in its appreciation through having had
relevant education or through having become familiar with it in their own cultural
context? Is a critical assessment of an art form legitimate if it is made by someone with no
relevant education or cultural familiarity? 

What relationships exist between the arts, on the one hand, and power over the public
mind, on the other? Should art be politically subversive? Conversely, should it serve the
interests of the community or the state? Why would governments, corporations, advertisers,
and ideologically based groups of many kinds concern themselves with visual artists,
musicians and writers?

To what extent can one reasonably separate values in the arts from the definitions of the
field, its methodologies and its knowledge claims?

The Arts and Knowledge Perspectives

What knowledge of art can be gained by focusing attention on the artist? Can artists’
intentions, and the creative process itself, be understood through observing artists or
knowing something of their lives? Is the creative process as important as the final product,
even though it cannot be observed directly? Are an artist’s intentions relevant to assessing
the work? Can a work of art contain or convey meaning of which the artist is oblivious?
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What knowledge of art can be gained by focusing attention solely on the work itself, in
isolation from the artist or the social context? Can technical virtuosity in itself, a skilled
mastery of the medium, be enough to distinguish a work of art? Are certain compositions,
ways of structuring sounds or shapes, inherently more pleasing than others? Can a work
be judged primarily by the harmony of form and content, the way in which structure and
style work effectively to create or support the subject matter? Is the form of a work its
true meaning? 

What knowledge of art can be gained by focusing on the reader or audience’s response?
Can it be plausibly argued that art is brought into being only in the response of the
audience, that a work is created anew each time it is viewed, heard or read? What is the
role of the critic in judgement of the worth of art? Are any of the following sufficient
indicators of the value of a work: its popularity, its commercial value in the market, its
universality in its appeal beyond its cultural boundaries, and/or its longevity?

What knowledge of art can be gained by focusing attention on its social, cultural or
historical context? To what extent do power relationships determine what art or whose art
is valued? Is all art essentially a product of a particular place and time in terms of its
subject matter and conventions of expression? Is art best seen as anthropological or
historical documentation, bringing to life a remote society or era, but understood
esoterically, only with independent knowledge of that remote life? Does art become
obsolete? Is art understood more fully by emphasizing what all cultures have in common
rather than by stressing what is unique to each?

Ethics
To avoid any evil, to seek the good, to keep the mind pure: this is the essence of the Buddha’s
teaching.  (The Way of Practice)

For the student, few areas of the TOK programme are concerned with such immediate and
personal matters as ethics, perhaps because of the immediate consequences in everyday life.
Ethics involves a discussion of the distinctions between right and wrong, the justification of
moral judgements, the implications of moral actions for the individual and the group, and the
relationship between concepts in ethics and politics. While the framework for discussion
should be epistemological questions and what the bases are for values, the teacher is
encouraged to apply theoretical questions to practical examples of interest to students, thus
combining abstract argument and personal experience, and providing a structure for student
reflection on possible links between ethics and responsible action.

Definition of Ethics

What characterizes a moral judgement? In what ways might a moral judgement differ
from other judgements?

Does morality necessarily involve action, or can it involve thoughts and attitudes alone,
and be solely meditative?

What is the difference between ‘morality’ and ‘ethics’? Is ethics concerned primarily with
what is or what ought to be?

Ethics: Methods of Gaining Knowledge and Knowledge Claims

What is the source of the sense of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’? For moral beliefs, can one
distinguish between the source and the justification, or are the two the same?
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What are the justifications for, and implications of, claiming that there are absolute
standards for morality, or that the standards of morality can be set only by society, or that
the standards of morality can be set only by the individual? Are the three positions
mutually exclusive?

How does the method of ethics compare with the methods in other Areas of Knowledge?
Is the method in ethics closer to the axioms and reasoning of mathematics, or is it closer
to the evidence and theory of the sciences? To what extent is argument a method?

How, if at all, is it possible to know who is right in judging ethical issues? If moral
decisions are not clear, or if moral issues are controversial, does it follow that there is no
such justifiable concept as right or wrong? How much ambiguity is tolerable in ethics for
it still to be called ‘knowledge’? How might this question also be applicable to other
Areas of Knowledge?

Ethics and Values

Does living a moral life matter?

In what ways might justifications for moral beliefs be influenced by views on human
nature – whether humans are by nature good, evil, or amoral?

Can one reasonably separate values in ethics from the definition of the discipline, its
methods and its knowledge claims? How does it compare in this regard with other Areas
of Knowledge?

What may be meant by ‘If you travel with fraud you reach your destination, but are
unable to return’? (Ghanaian proverb)

What may be meant by ‘He who wears his morality as a robe is better off naked’? (Kahlil
Gibran)

Ethics and Technology

What is the purpose of the Ethical and Fair Use policies related to the Internet, that are
commonly adopted by schools and other institutions?

What ethical issues are raised by highly skilled Internet users breaking into private and
public computer systems?

Ethics and Knowledge Perspectives

To what extent does the state of a person’s knowledge play a part in deciding whether an
act is right or wrong? Under what conditions would it be legitimate for a person to plead
ignorance? Are people responsible for finding out the relevant facts as much as possible?

What knowledge of morality may be gained by focusing attention on the individual
making moral judgements? Is freedom of choice a necessary condition for making moral
judgements? Should the person’s intentions be the criterion for deciding whether an
action is right or wrong? Are people always aware of their real intentions or motives?
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What knowledge of morality may be gained by focusing attention on the features of the moral
judgement or act itself? Are some thoughts or actions intrinsically ‘right’ or ‘wrong’,
independent of circumstances? Is it possible to establish firm principles to determine moral
action? If so, on what basis? On the basis of reason? Divine revelation? Is it possible to rank
principles in order of importance? What are ‘human rights’ and on what basis do they rest?

What knowledge of morality may be gained by focusing attention on the consequences of
the thoughts or actions? Is an effect on others a necessary condition for a judgement to be
a moral judgement? To what extent can consequences be predicted and judged as to
which consequences are better and which are worse? Can consequences be quantified or
weighed scientifically? Which matters more, the consequences for individuals or the
consequences for the group? Are there spiritual consequences to be taken into account?

What knowledge of morality may be gained by focusing attention on the social, cultural
or historical context of the moral judgement? Is a shared moral code a necessity for a
harmonious society? To what extent can acceptance of dissent be a feature of a shared
moral code? To what extent do moral values differ, depending on the society or the
historical time? For example, can a practice such as slavery be right in one era or region
and wrong in another? Can the practices of one society be judged with any validity by
applying the values of another generation or another culture? Do some values seem to be
universal, or nearly so?  

How may moral dilemmas arise? Is it possible for an individual to act in a morally
justifiable way within a context of restricted choice, oppression, or corruption? To what
extent may the circumstances of people’s lives excuse actions which might be condemned
by society’s moral principles? Can respect for a culture, in harmony with principles of
tolerance and openness, be reconciled with a condemnation of specific practices within
that culture, on the basis of other principles?

Is there a relationship between ethics and the Creativity, Action, Service programme within
the Diploma programme? Is service to others, in whatever form, a moral obligation? If so,
on what might the obligation be based? If not, why not?

Are there ethical obligations for humanity to treat the natural environment in a certain way?
Are there constraints? If so, are the obligations and constraints based solely on a concern for
the indirect effects on humanity, or are there other issues and principles involved?

Do established values change in the face of new knowledge? 

Should scientific research be subject to ethical principles, or is the pursuit of scientific
knowledge intrinsically worthwhile?

Does the possession of knowledge carry an ethical responsibility?

Is there knowledge which a person or a society has a responsibility to acquire, or not to
acquire?

When confronted by an unjust situation, is a person obliged to act? If the unjust situation
is in the context of friendship or family, would this make a difference? Should this make
a difference? Are there ethical constraints on the actions which a person should take to
‘right a wrong’?
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Ethics and Politics

Is politics primarily concerned with what is or what ought to be? Is it a study of the
workings of power, with possible attendant corruption, or is it a study of ethical concepts
of how people ought to live together in a society?

Are the following ideas political, ethical, or both: justice, rights, social responsibility,
equality, and freedom? Is the concept of property an ethical idea? Is the concept of
society an ethical idea?

To what extent are political systems such as autocracy, democracy, theocracy and
communism, in their ideal forms, allied with ethical ideas of the right way for people to
live in a society? To what extent might each system embody different concepts of justice
and social responsibility?

Does politics affect the ethics of a society?

Is there an obligation on an individual to be politically aware, or even politically active?
Conversely, is there an obligation on an individual to refrain from political action? Can
one avoid being affected by politics?

How should the language of political debate be analysed and judged? Is there a greater
need for analysis in politics than in other Areas of Knowledge?

What is the influence of politics on other Areas of Knowledge, such as the natural and
human sciences, history, and the arts? What, conversely, might be the influence of these
other Areas of Knowledge on politics?

When the moral codes of individual nations conflict, can criteria be developed for an
international morality which transcends them? What are the justifications for, and functions
of, such ethical and political documents as the Geneva Conventions for warfare or the
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights?
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LINKING QUESTIONS 

I have gathered a garland of other men’s flowers, and nothing is mine but the ribbon which
binds them.     

Connections between the elements of the TOK diagram can also be explored through the
further Linking Questions such as those offered below, which raise issues and concepts central
to the course. 

Belief

Under all that we think, lives all we believe, like the ultimate veil of our spirits.
    (Antonio Machado)

What may be meant by Ugo Betti’s comment that ‘When you want to believe in something
you also have to believe in everything that’s necessary for believing in it’?

How do beliefs about the world, and beliefs about what is valuable, influence the pursuit
of knowledge?

To what extent can beliefs be justified on the basis of Ways of Knowing? To what extent
should they be justified this way?

Does some degree of unjustified belief exist within each element of the TOK diagram?

What may be meant by the following comment? 
‘First there is a time when we believe everything without reasons, then
for a little while we believe with discrimination, then we believe nothing
whatever, and then we believe everything again – and, moreover, give
reasons why we believe everything.’ 

(Georg Christoph Lichtenberg)

Certainty

Only when we know little can we be certain; doubt grows with greater learning.        (Goethe)

What may be meant by Martin Luther King’s claim that ‘Nothing is more dangerous than
sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity’, or the following lines by W B Yeats? 

‘The best lack all conviction, while the worst 
Are full of passionate intensity.’ 

To what extent is certainty attainable within each of the Ways of Knowing or within each
of the Areas of Knowledge?

In the absence of evidence, is certainty possible? Can there be certainty about a claim that
is false?
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Culture

Just because we aren’t all the same doesn’t mean we have nothing in common.  (Kirk Kerekes)

What beliefs or knowledge, if any, are independent of culture?

How do cultures differ with respect to the Ways of Knowing and Areas of Knowledge
which they value above others? How would one justify valuing one way, or one area,
more than another?

If one looks at most Western compilations of quotations, it seems that most are attributed
to dead, white, European males. Why might this be so? To what extent does the identity
of the author of a quotation influence how its content is interpreted and how seriously its
ideas are taken? What does the choice of quotations in this guide signify?

Evidence
Tell a man there are 300 billion stars in the universe and he’ll believe you. Tell him a bench
has wet paint on it and he’ll have to touch to be sure.           
(A )
What constitutes ‘good evidence’ within the different Ways of Knowing and Areas of
Knowledge? 

Do perception, reason, and emotion have the same weight in providing ‘good evidence’
for claims within the different Areas of Knowledge? Must evidence always be expressed
in words?

What could be meant by ‘A mind all logic is like a knife all blade. It makes the hand
bleed that uses it’? (Tagore)

Is technology, in the form of the information processed by computers, authoritative in the
same way that humans, authors of texts and lecturers are?

Which, if either, is the more definitive: facts from books, or facts from databases?

Can a fact exist without a context?

What does Luigi Pirandello mean by his comment that ‘My opinion is a view I hold until
– well – until I find out something that changes it’? 

LINKING QUESTIONS
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Explanation

The reverse side also has a reverse side.      (Japanese proverb)

What characteristics must an explanation possess to be considered ‘good’ within the
different Ways of Knowing and Areas of Knowledge? 

Must all ‘good explanations’ make predictions with the same degree of success?

Where would explanations about each Area of Knowledge rate, in a continuum from
‘stories’ through ‘models’ to ‘reality’? What is ‘reality’?

What may be meant by Eugène Ionesco’s statement: ‘Explanation separates us from
astonishment, which is the only gateway to the incomprehensible’? 

Interpretation
To what extent do the classification systems (labels and categories) adopted in the pursuit
of knowledge affect the knowledge we obtain?

How does interpretation occur within the Areas of Knowledge? Within the Ways of
Knowing? Are some Ways of Knowing less open to interpretation than others?

Intuition
Intuition will tell the thinking mind where to look next.   (Jonas Salk)

In attempting to understand what is commonly called ‘intuition’, is it best to think of it as
a rapid cognitive process or perhaps, as some say, an irrational or unmediated awareness
of phenomena?

Germaine Greer once commented that ‘The frequently celebrated female intuition . . . is
after all only a facility for observing tiny insignificant aspects of behaviour and forming
an empirical conclusion which cannot be syllogistically examined.’ Does ‘feminine
intuition’ exist? Do men’s Ways of Knowing differ from those of women?

To what extent is intuition to be taken seriously in the different Areas of Knowledge?

Technology

Before you become too entranced with gorgeous gadgets and mesmerizing video displays, let
me remind you that information is not knowledge, knowledge is not wisdom, and wisdom is
not foresight. Each grows out of the other and we need them all.

                    (Arthur C

Although technology is certainly not new, rapid and accelerating advances in the fields of
information and communication technology are commonly recognized as having profound
effects on what we do and can know. Technology offers a means of communication that,
more than any other, crosses cultures.

In what ways has technology expanded knowledge? In what ways has it affected how
much we value the different Ways of Knowing and Areas of Knowledge? What fields of
study have been founded on technological developments?

LINKING QUESTIONS
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Does information technology, like deduction, simply allow the knower to arrange existing
knowledge in a different way, without adding anything, or is this arrangement itself
knowledge in some sense?

To what extent do information and communication technologies influence the way we
think about the world? To what extent do these technologies determine what we regard as
valuable or important? Could it be argued that the increasing global dominance of a
particular form of information technology gives rise to an increasing uniformity of thinking?

Can it be said that every new technology affects the beliefs of individuals and societies, in
both positive and negative ways? How can the impact of new technologies be predicted?
How reliable are these predictions?

What is the difference between data, information, knowledge and wisdom? Are there
technologies specifically designed to impart data, information, knowledge and wisdom?

In what ways do information and communication technologies influence the accessibility
of information, and the reasons for believing such information to be true? Who controls
such technologies, and what are the effects of such control?

What did Sydney Harris mean when he said that ‘The real danger is not that computers
will begin to think like men, but that men will begin to think like computers’? 

What is meant by Akio Morita’s claim that ‘You can be totally rational with a machine.
But if you work with people, sometimes logic has to take a back seat to understanding’? 

Truth

They who know the Truth are not equal to those who love it, and they who love it are not
equal to those who delight in it.    
(Confucius)
How useful are the truth tests of coherence, correspondence and pragmatism in arriving at
knowledge?

Is there such a thing as ‘false knowledge’?

What is the difference between ‘justified true belief’ and ‘true belief’?

What is meant by the following statement?
‘As the wise test gold by burning, cutting and rubbing it . . . so are you
to accept my words after examining them and not merely out of regard
for me.’ 

          (Buddha)

To what extent does the truth of a sentence depend on the language used to express it?

LINKING QUESTIONS
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Values
To live is, in itself, a value judgement. To breathe is to judge.            (Albert Camus)

How do values underlie the pursuit of truth in the different Areas of Knowledge? How, if
at all, do they influence methodology?

To what extent do the different Ways of Knowing and Areas of Knowledge influence the
values adopted by individuals and societies?

In what ways do values affect our representations of the world, for example, in language,
maps, visual images, or statistics? When might a persuasive representation be praised as
‘effective’, or, in contrast, condemned as ‘manipulative’?

At the end of nine or ten nights he realized, with a certain bitterness, that he could
expect nothing from those students who accepted his teaching passively, but he

could of those who sometimes risked a reasonable contradiction.
           (Jorge Luis Borges)

LINKING QUESTIONS
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ASSESSMENT OUTLINE

For first examinations in 2001

The assessment model in Theory of Knowledge (TOK) comprises two components, both of which
should be completed within the 100 hours designated for the course:

Part 1 External Assessment  (40 points)

Essay on a Prescribed Title (1200–1600 words) 

One essay on a title chosen from a list of ten titles prescribed by the IBO for each
examination session.

Part 2 Internal Assessment  (20 points)

The Presentation (approximately 10 minutes per candidate)

One presentation to the class

One written self-evaluation report, using the relevant form from the Vade Mecum, including:

a concise description of the presentation
answers to the questions provided on the form.

The presentation should be an integral part of the TOK course.
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THE DIPLOMA POINTS MATRIX

Theory of Knowledge
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TOK Points
Points awarded for the externally assessed component, Part 1, The Essay on a Prescribed Title
(40 points) and for the internally assessed component, Part 2, The Presentation (20 points), are
combined to give a total out of 60. The grade boundaries are then applied, to determine the band
(A to E) to which the candidate’s performance in TOK belongs.

The band descriptors are:
A Work of an excellent standard
B Work of a good standard
C Work of a satisfactory standard
D Work of a mediocre standard
E Work of an elementary standard.

The band descriptor is used both to determine the contribution of TOK to the overall Diploma
score and to provide the basis of reporting to schools on each candidate’s TOK performance.
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TOK and the Extended Essay
The performance of a candidate in both Diploma requirements, Theory of Knowledge and the
Extended Essay, is determined according to the quality of the work, based on the application
of the IB assessment criteria. It is described by one of the band descriptors A–E. Using the
two performance levels and the Diploma Points Matrix, a maximum of three Diploma points
can be awarded for a candidate’s combined performance.

A candidate who, for example, writes a satisfactory Extended Essay and whose performance
in Theory of Knowledge is judged to be good will be awarded 1 point, while a candidate who
writes a mediocre Extended Essay and whose performance in Theory of Knowledge is judged
to be excellent will be awarded 2 points.

A candidate who fails to submit a TOK essay, or who fails to make a presentation, will be
awarded N for TOK, will score no points, and will not be awarded a Diploma.

Performance in both Theory of Knowledge and the Extended Essay of an elementary
standard is a failing condition for the award of the Diploma.

DIPLOMA POINTS MATRIX
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS

Part 1 Essay on a Prescribed Title (1200–1600 words)

General

Each candidate must submit for external assessment an essay on any one of the ten titles
prescribed by the IBO for each examination session. 

The titles entail generic questions about knowledge and are cross-disciplinary in nature. They
may be answered with reference to any part or parts of the TOK programme, to specific
disciplines, or with reference to opinions gained about knowledge both inside and outside the
classroom. 

The titles are not meant to be treated in the abstract. In all cases claims should be justified and
relevant, and where possible, counter claims and original examples should be cited to
illustrate the argument.

The chosen title must be used exactly as given; it must not be altered in any way. Candidates
who modify the titles may gain very few or no points, since the essays may be deemed
irrelevant by the assessors, who mark essays in terms of the title prescribed.

The essay must be well-presented, clearly legible, and where appropriate, include references
and a bibliography. 

Acknowledgements and References

Candidates are expected to acknowledge fully and in detail the work, thoughts or ideas of
another person if incorporated in work submitted for assessment, and to ensure that their own
work is never given to another candidate, either in the form of hard copy or by electronic
means, knowing that it might be submitted for assessment as the work of that other candidate.
An accepted form of referencing, used consistently according to a standard format, must be
used to acknowledge the source of quotations.

Bibliography

The TOK essay is not a research paper but, if specific sources are used, they must be
acknowledged in a bibliography. The bibliography should include only those works (such as
books, journals, magazines and on-line sources) consulted by the candidate. 

As appropriate, the bibliography should specify:

author(s), title, date and place of publication

the name of the publisher or URL (http:// ….)

the date when the web page was accessed, adhering to one standard method of listing sources.
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Essay Length 

The essay on the prescribed title must be between 1200 and 1600 words in length. The word-
count includes:

the main part of the essay

any quotations. 

The word-count does not include:

any acknowledgements

the references (for example, footnotes and endnotes)

any maps, charts, diagrams, annotated illustrations and tables

a bibliography.

Candidates are required to indicate the number of words. 

The Role of the Teacher

In relation to the candidate’s essay on a prescribed title, the teacher has four principal
responsibilities:

to encourage and support the candidate in the writing of the essay

to provide the candidate with advice on and guidance about the skills needed

to ensure that the essay is the candidate’s own work

to complete the cover sheet.

While the teacher is encouraged to discuss the prescribed titles with the candidates, they
should be allowed to make the final choice of title and to develop their own ideas. 

If preliminary drafts are produced, the teacher may read and comment on the drafts, but is not
permitted to edit them for the candidates. It is the candidates’ responsibility to correct mistakes
and make improvements.

Authenticity

Teachers must ensure that essays are the candidate’s own work. If there is doubt, authenticity
should be checked by a discussion with the candidate about the content of the essay submitted
and a scrutiny of one or more of the following:

the candidate’s initial proposal and outline

the first draft of the essay

the candidate’s references and bibliography for the essay, where appropriate

the style of the writing, which may reveal obvious discrepancies.

It should be made clear to candidates that they will be required to sign a written declaration
when submitting the essay, to confirm that it is their own work. In addition, candidates must
be made aware that their teachers will also be required to verify the claim made in the
declaration (see Vade Mecum for procedures).

ASSESSMENT DETAILS
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Part 2 The Presentation

General

Students must make one or more individual and/or small group oral presentations to the
class during the course, and complete a self-evaluation report. 

Topics for oral presentations may be chosen by the student(s) with the teacher’s approval, or
may be assigned by the teacher. The presentations may be on any topic relevant to TOK,
provided that it has the potential to meet the demands of the assessment criteria. Prescribed
Titles, however, should never be used as presentation topics. 

Presentations may take many forms, such as lectures, skits, simulations, games, dramatized
readings, interviews or debates. The students may use supporting material such as videos,
overhead projections, posters, questionnaires, cassettes of songs or interviews, costumes, or
props. Under no circumstances, however, should the presentation be simply an essay read
aloud to the class.

If a student makes more than one presentation, the teacher should choose the best (or the
best group presentation in which the student participated) for the purposes of assessment.

Although a student may have made the presentation as a member of a group, the teacher
must attribute points on an individual basis.

Students must prepare a written self-evaluation report, using the relevant form from the
Vade Mecum, including a concise description of the presentation and brief answers to
questions such as:

In what ways did the topic address problems of knowledge, such as reaching truth or
gaining evidence? 

What was the main objective of the presentation? Explain briefly.

What methods were used to present the topic and why were these methods selected?

Was the presentation well-organized, thought-provoking and engaging?

If a group presentation, what was your personal contribution?

What were the strong and weak points of the presentation? If you were to do it again,
what, if anything, would you do differently to improve it?

Class Management

The date when each presentation is to take place should be given to students well in
advance, to allow sufficient time for topics to be chosen and for material to be prepared. 

Students should nominate the topics which most interest them. To encourage variety and
programme coverage, each topic should be treated only once.

The teacher should provide students with prompt or starter questions. 

Presentations should be scheduled to allow time for discussion afterwards.

Individual presentations should be for approximately 10 minutes, not including class
discussion. Related individual presentations and interactive group presentations are
encouraged, and should be of sufficient duration to allow the application of the assessment
criteria to all the students involved. 

ASSESSMENT DETAILS
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If a group presentation is envisaged, not every student need speak for the same amount of
time, but all students are expected make a contribution and to participate actively.

Before preparing presentations, students should be given the self-evaluation form from
the Vade Mecum.

Examples of Presentation Topics

The following examples, which have been found to have been effective, are intended to give
guidance as to the type of topics which would be appropriate for this component, and to illustrate
ways in which contemporary issues or events may be linked with knowledge issues, providing a
prompt for reflective thinking. It is not expected that teachers use all, or any, of them.

What is the relationship between the natural sciences and social responsibility? Choose a
single recent scientific and/or technological development as a focus and consider its
ethical implications. Who bears the moral responsibility for directing or limiting
development of such knowledge, and on what basis can that responsibility be justified?

How do the human sciences help us to understand many of the misunderstandings and
frictions which frequently arise between groups of people? Identify a contemporary
problem involving the interaction of groups (for example, ethnic, racial, socioeconomic, or
religious groups) and consider the knowledge given by psychology, anthropology and
economics. In what ways can these disciplines illuminate the causes and the characteristics
of the problem? In what ways might they also be relevant to possible solutions? Are there
other disciplines which would increase our understanding of the particular issue?

Does history tell us the truth? Choose any single historical incident and use it to explore
the nature and complexities of historical truth. In what ways is this exploration of the past
relevant to an understanding of the present? Is there any contemporary incident which it
illuminates?

How do we know whether we are acting in a ‘good’ or ‘moral’ way? Select any ethical
issue and examine it from two or more possible ethical viewpoints. The purpose is to seek
the differing grounds on which claims to justifying moral behaviour may be made, not to
prove that one way is the ‘right’ way.

On what bases do spiritual beliefs rest? Choose an example of a particular belief (for
example, about the creation of the world or the nature of a life after death) and consider it
from the point of view of atheism, and at least two major religions, presenting in each
case the justifications which persuade the believers. Your goal is not to establish any
religion as right or wrong, but to explore belief and justification. To what extent can
spiritual belief be classified as ‘knowledge’? Would denying a belief the status of
knowledge decrease its value or significance?

Identify an issue of interest in your local area (for example, genetically modified food in
Germany, native land claims in Canada, construction of hydroelectric dams in Chile, the
destruction of the Amazon forest in Brazil, or drug policy in The Netherlands) which
introduces a conflict of concepts and values. Examine the facts, language, statistics, and
images used by at least two sides in the conflict in their representation of the issue. In the
process, identify assumptions, justifications, values, and emotions which diverge. To
what extent can you find valid arguments?
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Identify an issue of global significance (for example, AIDS, genocide, refugees, abuses of
human rights, desertification, pollution and global warming, and uneven distribution of
world resources) which introduces a conflict of concepts and values. Examine the facts,
language, statistics, and images used by at least two sides in the conflict in their
representation of the issue. In the process, identify assumptions, justifications, values and
emotions which diverge. To what extent can you find the truth of the issue?

Select one new development in knowledge, and consider its effect on the discipline within
which it has developed, and its challenge to ethics or other Areas of Knowledge. In
science and technology, for example, you might focus on the human genome project,
cloning, nuclear power, or the IT revolution. In the arts, you might focus on computer-
generated art or electronic music.

Can purposely misleading the public be justified, as sometimes occurs in politics or
advertising? Consider cases of intentional misinformation, or cases of the use of fallacious
arguments, in these and other Areas of Knowledge such as science, the arts, or history.
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Using the Assessment Criteria and Descriptors
The method of assessment used by the IBO is criterion related. That is to say, the method of
assessing the Essay on a Prescribed Title and the presentation in Theory of Knowledge judges
each in relation to identified assessment criteria and not in relation to the work of other
candidates.

There are six assessment criteria (A–F) for the Essay on a Prescribed Title, and four
(A–D) for the presentation. For each assessment criterion, achievement level descriptors
are defined which concentrate on positive achievement, although for the lower levels (0
= the lowest level of achievement) failure to achieve may be included in the description.

The aim is to find, for each criterion, the descriptor which conveys most adequately the
achievement level attained by the candidate. The process, therefore, is one of
approximation. In the light of any one criterion, a candidate’s work may contain features
denoted by a high achievement level descriptor combined with defects appropriate to a
lower one. A professional judgement should be made in identifying the descriptor which
approximates most closely to the work.

Having scrutinized the work to be assessed, the descriptors for each criterion should be
read, starting with level 0, until one is reached which describes a level of achievement
that the work being assessed does not match as well as the previous level. The work is
therefore best described by the preceding achievement level descriptor and this level
should be recorded.

Only whole numbers, should be used, not partial points such as fractions and decimals. 

The highest descriptors do not imply faultless performance and assessors and teachers
should not hesitate to use the extremes, including zero, if they are appropriate
descriptions of the work being assessed.

Descriptors should not be considered as marks or percentages, although the descriptor
levels are ultimately added together to obtain a total. It should not be assumed that there
are other arithmetical relationships; for example, a level 4 performance is not necessarily
twice as good as a level 2 performance.

A candidate who attains a particular level of achievement in relation to one criterion will
not necessarily attain similar levels of achievement in relation to the others. It should not
be assumed that the overall assessment of the candidates will produce any particular
distribution of scores.
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Part 1 Assessment Rationale
The Essay on the Prescribed Title is assessed in the light of six criteria:

A Knowledge Issues (0–10)
B Quality of Analysis (0–10)
C Breadth and Links (0–5)
D Structure, Clarity and Logical Coherence (0–5) 
E Examples (0–5)
F Factual Accuracy and Reliability (0–5).

The assessment of TOK essays involves qualitative judgements rather than quantitative
measurements: a degree of imprecision and flexibility is inherent and the most appropriate
level at which judgements are made must be determined. 

An assessment approach which made explicit every valued characteristic of the essay would
not be appropriate, because the essays are too variable to fit the level of detail that would be
required, and because the whole of an essay is much more than the sum of its parts. The
complexity of such an approach would be unmanageable and increase the level of
imprecision.

On the other hand, a holistic approach, such as awarding a single, ‘impressionistic’ point out
of 40, would allow too much scope for subjectivity and response variability in the assessment.

The assessment criteria are intended to illustrate to teachers and candidates the important
features of an essay that are worthy of credit, and to guide assessors in awarding that credit
appropriately and consistently. The number of criteria have been determined by the number of
different aspects of an essay that can be identified, distinguished and judged in relative
isolation (accepting that they will never be truly independent). Each criterion involves a
judgement that is recognizably distinct from the others and internally coherent. 

The achievement level descriptors within each criterion may each refer to separate but related
features of the work. These features may be connected with ‘and’ or ‘or’. However, assessors
are asked to make ‘best-fit’ judgements. The level descriptor to be awarded to the essay is the
one which is most applicable to the work. Assessors will make professional judgements about
the relative importance of the different features of a level descriptor in the context of a given
essay – some features may be inappropriate or less important for some essays.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
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Part 1 External Assessment Descriptors

A Knowledge Issue(s) (10 points)

Is/are the problem(s) of knowledge implied by the prescribed title recognized and
understood, and prominently maintained throughout the essay? 

The phrase ‘problems of knowledge’ refers to possible uncertainties, biases in approach to
knowledge or limitations of knowledge, and the methods of verification and justification
appropriate to the different Areas of Knowledge.

If appropriate, intermediate points (1,3,5,7 and 9) may be awarded by the assessor.

Achievement
Level

The candidate has:

0 not recognized any problem(s) of knowledge implied by the prescribed title.

2 a very poor recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge implied by
the prescribed title; the development of ideas is irrelevant to the prescribed title.

4 a poor recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge implied by the
prescribed title; the development of ideas is generally irrelevant to the prescribed title.

6 a satisfactory recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge implied by
the prescribed title; the development of ideas is generally relevant to the prescribed title,
is a balanced enquiry, and, for the most part, reflects the voice of the candidate.

8 a good recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge implied by the
prescribed title; the development of ideas is consistently relevant to the prescribed title in
particular, and to TOK in general; it is a balanced enquiry, and reflects the voice of the
candidate.

10 an excellent recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge implied by
the prescribed title; the development of ideas is consistently relevant to the prescribed
title in particular, and to TOK in general; it is a balanced, purposeful enquiry, and
reflects the voice of the candidate.
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B Quality of Analysis (10 points)

Do the analysis, and the treatment of counter-claims, show critical reflection and
insight in addressing the problem(s) of knowledge?

If appropriate, intermediate points (1,3,5,7 and 9) may be awarded by the assessor.

Achievement
Level

The candidate demonstrates:

0 no concern with the problem(s) of knowledge implied by the prescribed title.

2 a very poor level of critical reflection; the discussion is entirely superficial or the arguments
are logically invalid; the main points are not evaluated, and there is no acknowledgement of
their implications.

4 a poor level of critical reflection; the discussion is generally superficial, or the arguments
are logically invalid; some of the main points are justified and evaluated, but there is
little acknowledgement of their implications. 

6 a satisfactory level of critical reflection and some insight; the discussion is adequately
detailed and, in general, the arguments are logically valid; the main points are justified
and evaluated, and there is acknowledgement of their implications; counter-claims are
identified.

8 a good level of critical reflection and insight; the discussion is detailed, and the
arguments are logically valid; the main points are justified and evaluated, and there is
acknowledgement of their implications; counter-claims are identified and evaluated.

10 an excellent level of critical reflection and insight; the discussion is detailed, and the
arguments are logically valid; the main points are cogently justified and evaluated, and
there is effective acknowledgement of their implications; counter-claims are identified
and thoroughly evaluated.
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C Breadth and Links (5 points)

Does the essay reflect an awareness of different Ways of Knowing and different
Areas of Knowledge, and of how they may be linked?

The terms ‘Ways of Knowing’ and ‘Areas of Knowledge’ refer to the elements of the TOK
diagram. This is not to discourage reference to elements which do not feature on the
diagram and which may be equally relevant and appropriate.

The word ‘across’ here denotes links and comparisons across elements in the same
radial section of the diagram. The word ‘between’ here denotes links and comparisons
between elements in different radial sections of the diagram.

Achievement
Level

The candidate demonstrates:

0 no awareness of different Ways of Knowing and different Areas of Knowledge.

1 a very poor level of awareness of different Ways of Knowing and different Areas of
Knowledge; links are attempted but are inappropriate.

2 a poor level of awareness of different Ways of Knowing and different Areas of
Knowledge; some links are drawn either across or between them, but these are not
always appropriate.

3 a satisfactory level of awareness of different Ways of Knowing and different Areas of
Knowledge; appropriate links are drawn either across or between them.

4 a good level of awareness of different Ways of Knowing and different Areas of Knowledge;
appropriate links and comparisons are drawn across and between them.

5 an excellent level of awareness of different Ways of Knowing and different Areas of
Knowledge; effective links and comparisons are drawn across and between them.
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D Structure, Clarity and Logical Coherence (5 points)

Is the essay structured, clear and logically coherent? 

If the essay is of fewer than 1200 words or exceeds 1600 words in length, zero will be
awarded for this criterion.

This criterion is not intended to assess linguistic skills. Rather, it is intended to assess the
extent to which the main ideas are clearly and coherently conveyed in an appropriately
structured form.

Achievement
Level

The essay is:

0 unstructured, unclear or logically incoherent or has no relevance to the prescribed title.

1 very poor in its structure, clarity and logical coherence.

2 poor in its structure, clarity and logical coherence.

3 satisfactorily structured, adequately clear and logically coherent enough to convey the
main points.

4 well structured, with a concise introduction, and a clear, logically coherent development
of the argument leading to a conclusion; concepts and distinctions are defined and
clarified.

5 excellently structured, with a concise introduction, and a clear, logically coherent
development of the argument leading to an effective conclusion; concepts and
distinctions are succinctly defined and clarified.
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E Examples (5 points)

Is the essay well supported by appropriate examples drawn from a variety of sources?

Achievement
Level

The candidate uses:

0 no examples relevant to the prescribed title.

1 very poor (or inappropriate) examples, drawn from narrow sources, not supporting the
main points of the essay.

2 poor (rarely appropriate) examples, drawn from a limited variety of sources, to support
the main points of the argument.

3 satisfactory (generally appropriate) examples, drawn from a variety of sources, to support
the main points of the argument.

4 good (consistently appropriate) examples, drawn from a variety of sources, including the
candidate’s own experience, to support the main points of the argument; the examples
reflect a degree of cultural diversity.

5 excellent (consistently appropriate and effective) examples, drawn from a wide variety of
sources, including the candidate’s own experience, to illustrate succinctly the main points
of the argument; the examples reflect a high degree of cultural diversity.
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F Factual Accuracy and Reliability (5 points)                      (revised November 2001)

Are the affirmations factually accurate and, if sources were used, were they reliable
and correctly cited?

There are two strands in criterion F, which can work independently. In this revised
version these are separated out, so that factual accuracy becomes one strand, and proper
citation the other. The overall score is obtained by adding the levels achieved in the two
strands.

Essays that have no relevance to the prescribed title will be awarded zero. 

Factual accuracy

Achievement
Level

0 The essay contains extensive factual inaccuracy.   

1 The essay contains some factual inaccuracy.   

2 The essay contains little factual inaccuracy.   

3 The essay contains no factual inaccuracy.   

Citation

Non-original ideas, quotations and verifiable facts should be cited by candidates in a way
that enables their sources to be traced. 

Achievement
Level

0 No workable information about sources is given.   

1 Most sources are adequately cited.   

2 All sources are cited in a thorough and systematic fashion, or the essay requires no citations.
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Part 2 Internal Assessment Descriptors

A Knowledge Issue(s) (5 points)

Is/are the problem(s) of knowledge appropriate to the given topic recognized and
understood, and are the candidate’s ideas developed in a relevant and imaginative
way? 

The phrase ‘problems of knowledge’ refers broadly to possible uncertainties, biases in
approach to knowledge or limitations of knowledge, and the methods of verification and
justification appropriate to the different Areas of Knowledge.

Achievement
Level

The candidate has:

0 not recognized any problem(s) of knowledge appropriate to the given topic.

1 a very poor recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge appropriate to
the given topic; the presentation is irrelevant to TOK.

2 a poor recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge appropriate to the
given topic, and the development of ideas is generally irrelevant to TOK.

3 a satisfactory recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge appropriate
to the given topic, and the development of ideas is generally relevant to TOK; the
presentation reflects some imagination.

4 a good recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge appropriate to the
given topic, and the development of ideas is consistently relevant to TOK; the
presentation is imaginative and reflects the candidate’s own ideas.

5 an excellent recognition and understanding of the problem(s) of knowledge appropriate
to the given topic, and the development of ideas is consistently relevant to TOK; the
presentation is highly imaginative and reflects the candidate’s original thinking.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
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B Quality of Analysis (5 points)

Do the analysis of the topic and the treatment of divergent points of view show
critical reflection and insight in addressing the problem(s) of knowledge?

Achievement
Level

The candidate demonstrates:

0 no concern with the problem(s) of knowledge appropriate to the given topic. 

1 a very poor level of critical reflection; the presentation is entirely superficial or does not
adequately engage with the issues; there is little awareness of personal viewpoints or
those of others; arguments may be non-existent or logically invalid or main points may
not be justified.

2 a poor level of critical reflection; the presentation is generally superficial, or does not
adequately engage with the issues; there is little recognition of personal viewpoints or
those of others; arguments may not be logically valid or main points may not be justified.

3 a satisfactory level of critical reflection and some insight; given the time constraints, the
presentation adequately engages with the issues; some relevant personal viewpoints are
recognized, and those of others are acknowledged; in general, arguments are logically
valid, main points are justified, and there is an account of their implications.

4 a good level of critical reflection and insight into the analysis of the topic and the
treatment of divergent points of view; given the time constraints, the presentation
engages with the issues in some depth; relevant personal viewpoints are recognized, and
those of others are acknowledged in some depth; arguments are logically valid, main
points are evaluated and justified, and there is a thoughtful account of their implications.

5 an excellent level of critical reflection and insight into the analysis of the topic and the
treatment of divergent points of view; given the time constraints, the presentation
thoroughly engages with the issues; relevant personal viewpoints, values and biases are
explicitly recognized, and those of others are fully acknowledged; arguments are
logically valid, main points are evaluated and cogently justified, and there is a meticulous
and thoughtful account of their implications.
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C Knowledge at Work (5 points)

To what extent does the presentation demonstrate the application of TOK thinking
skills to a contemporary issue?

The phrase ‘TOK thinking skills’ refers to the ability to identify problems of knowledge,
to analyse and evaluate claims and counter-claims, to draw interdisciplinary links, and
to be aware of differing underlying values. They resemble the skills denoted in level 5 of
Criterion B, Quality of Analysis.

Achievement
Level

The presentation demonstrates:

0 no application of TOK thinking skills to a contemporary issue.

1 a very poor application of TOK thinking skills to a contemporary issue; there is very
little attempt to relate abstract elements of the TOK programme to a contemporary issue.

2 a poor application of TOK thinking skills to a contemporary issue; there is some attempt
to relate abstract elements of the TOK programme to a contemporary issue.

3 a satisfactory application of TOK thinking skills to a contemporary issue; the presentation
relates abstract elements of the TOK programme to a concrete, contemporary issue.

4 a good application of TOK thinking skills to a contemporary issue; the presentation
explicitly relates abstract elements of the TOK programme to a concrete, contemporary
issue. 

5 an excellent application of TOK thinking skills to a contemporary issue; the presentation
explicitly and successfully relates abstract elements of the TOK programme to a
concrete, contemporary issue.
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D Clarity (5 points)

Is the presentation clear and logically coherent? 

This criterion is not intended to assess linguistic skills. Rather, it is intended to assess the
extent to which the main ideas are clearly and coherently conveyed.

Achievement
Level

The presentation demonstrates:

0 no clarity or coherence.

1 a very poor level of clarity and logical coherence.

2 a poor level of clarity and logical coherence.

3 a satisfactory level of clarity and logical coherence. 

4 a good level of clarity and logical coherence.

5 an excellent level of clarity and logical coherence.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
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